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Lockheed-Georgia Company
SUMMARY
A computer program has "been developed to account approximately for the
effects of finite wing thickness in the transonic potential flow over an
oscillating wing of finite span. The program is based on the original sonic-
box program of Rodemich and Andrew, and accounts for the nonuniform flow
caused by finite thickness by application of the local linearization concept.
A brief description of each subroutine is given, and the method of input is
shown in detail. A sample problem as well as a complete listing of the
computer program are presented.
INTRODUCTION
This report is prepared as a supplement to NASA Contractor Report CR-2259
entitled "Calculation of Unsteady Transonic Aerodynamics for Oscillating Wings
with Thickness." The purpose of this supplement is to aid those who are
interested in using the computer program.
A major part of the computer program described herein is adapted from the
original sonic-box computer program developed by Rodemich and Andrew..* In
addition to its original capability, the program has been extended to include
the thickness effect of a finite wing in unsteady sonic flow. This is
accomplished in an approximate manner by employing the local linearization
concept in conjunction with the known steady Mach number distribution or
pressure distribution of the wing at its mean position. As the program is
presently formulated, Mach number is assumed to depend only on the wing
thickness; therefore, the local Mach number is the same at corresponding points
on upper and lower wing surfaces. The flow is assumed to remain attached and
shock-free. The program is limited to wings with unswept trailing edge and
without control surfaces. The plane perpendicular to the wing planform and
passing through the centerline chord is the plane of symmetry for both
geometry and motion.
The wing with thickness is converted into a wing without thickness in a
transformed space in which the flow properties over the wing are computed.
These transformed flow properties are then converted into the corresponding
properties in the physical space and the generalized aerodynamic force
coefficients are computed.
* Kodemich, E. R.; and Andrew, L. V.: Unsteady Aerodynamics for Advanced
Configurations, Bart II - A Transonic Box Method for Planar Lifting
Surfaces. FBL-TDR-64-152, Part II, May 1965, Air Force Flight Dynamics
Lab., Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
SYMBOLS
a coefficients in doublet potential polynomial, see equation (2)
AXY(l,j) integral defined in equation (5-)
AY(j) integral defined in equation (5)
BJ .« area of ij-th box on the wing (i-th spanwise column and j-th
chordwise row)
b reference length - wing centerline chord (dimension = L)
d , , coefficients in wing deflection polynomial, see equation (j)
j?(x,y) leading edge correction term, see equation (4)
f(x,y) mode shape polynomial, see equation (5)
G-i(x,y), Gp(y) leading edge correction terms, see equation (4)
k reduced frequency, o/b/U
L unit of length
L. . generalised aerodynamic force coefficient
S dimensionless wing planform area of full wing (reference
n
area = b )
T unit of time
U freestream velocity (dimension = L/T)
w(x,y) dimensionless downwash (reference velocity = U )
x,y dimensionless cartesian coordinates (reference length = b)
x-coordinate of wing leading edge
y dimensionless maximum semi-span (reference length = b)
cp (x,y) dimensionless velocity potential of doublet
(^x,y) downwash at point (x,y) due to doublet of unit strength at
origin, see equation (8)
o> angular velocity (dimension = radian/T)
VARIABLES IN COMMON STATEMENT
The variable names listed in the general COMMON statement in the MAIN
program are described briefly in this section. The subroutine name in the
parentheses following the description of a variable indicates where its value
is generated or defined. The number appearing in the parentheses indicates
the value of the variable for the corresponding condition described. In the
following, N=1 and N=2 indicate, respectively, the real and the imaginary
parts of a variable; i and n are related to the chbrdwise coordinate while












influence coefficient, the integral in equation (6); the
upwash at the center of a box caused by a unit doublet distri-
bution over another box separated from the former by j number
of boxes in spanwise direction and i number of boxes in
chordwise direction, (POT2)
downwash at ij-th box, equation (?)» (WVAL)
velocity potential at ij-th box, (BOXPO)
input data, (DATED)
inner summation of equation (1) including the integrals for
M-th mode, (BOX?)
coefficients in wing deflection polynomial at M-th mode, (DEED)
number of boxes in i-th spanwise column, (SHAPE)
integral defined in equation (5), (SECT)
integral defined in equation (5), (SECT)
x-coordinate of input leading edges of physical wing, (SHAPE)
y-coordinate of input leading edges of physical wing, (SHAPE)
flag to identify the last section of the leading edge is
parallel (1) or not parallel (0) to the freestream, (SHAPE)
number of leading edge segments, (SHAPE)
Mach number at the center of the ij-th box calculated from
the fitted surface, (SHAPE)
x-coordinate of leading edges used in computation, (SHAPE)
y-coordinate of leading edges used in computation, (SHAPE)
HM(n,m) coefficients in Mach number polynomial, (MEED)
AREA area of the physical, full wing planform, (SHAPE)
D length of box side, (MAIN)
DI number (real) of boxes along centerline chord, (MAIN)
DH one-half of the length of box side, (MAIN)
CK reduced frequency
L number (integer) of boxes along centerline chord, (MAIN)
M deflection mode number, (MAIN)
NEW index for physical (1) or transformed (2) wings, (MAIN)
IR computer read-unit number, (MAIN)
IW computer write-unit number, (MAIN)
FUNCTION OF SUBROUTINES
A brief description of the function of each subroutine is given in this
section. Some equations are noted here for the purpose of identifying the
steps in the sequence of obtaining the final results, i.e., the generalized
aerodynamic force coefficients. It is suggested to refer to the report of
Rodemich and Andrew* for the derivations of these equations. The freestream
flow is in the positive x direction and the apex of wing is at the origin.
Spanwise direction is designated by y. Since the plane passing through the
centerline chord and perpendicular to the wing planform is the plane of
symmetry of wing geometry and motion, the input of wing geometry, deflection,
and steady-flow Mach number distribution needs to be made only for the portion
of the wing where x > 0 and y > 0. It is assumed that the camber, twist, and
mean angle of attack of the wing are all small; and the difference in local
Mach number at the corresponding points of the upper and lower wing surfaces
can be neglected. As the computer program is presently formulated, the
motion is limited to the symmetric mode. This limitation is imposed by the
expression used in the present program to evaluate the influence coefficient
of upwash due to a unit doublet distribution.
In the following, the variable name used in the computer program to
represent a certain quantity mentioned in the description of a subroutine is
indicated in the parentheses following such quantity.
MAIN - A controlling routine; also performs the final calculation of the




wnere S = area of the wing planform (full wing)
k = reduced frequency,
d . , and a are respectively the coefficients of the wing
n m nm -
deflection and velocity potential polynomials, i.e.





f(x,y) -S.2, dn,m, xn' y2*', n'.m' =0^4 (3)
The function *'(x,y) in equation (2) is defined as
F(x,y) = G^ x.y) . G2(y) (4)
where the expressions for G.. and G?, depending solely on the shape of the
leading edge, are
or
if y = 0 at x
if y / 0 at x = 0
or
if ••dx 0 at x - 1
, if at x = 1
Tnese relationships are depicted in figure 1, and x (y) is the leading edge
of tne wing (see fig. 1).
DATKD - data input routine; for a new wing, the data array (DA(k)) is
cleared every time but for the same wing, the old value is used if a new
value is not entered (blank datum will not affect the old value).
SHAPE - wing geometry routine; approximates the wing planform with a
grid of square boxes and also calculates the number of boxes (ML(NEW,i))
along each spanwise column (i-th) on both physical and transformed wings;
computes the area of the full wing planform (AREA) and the surface-fitted
(nM(n,m)) Mach number (EM(j,i)) at the center of each box (.ij-th) on the
physical wing; increases the number of leading edge segments (XEDG(i),
YiuDG(i)) by subdividing the input leading edge segments (XEDGl(i), YEDGl(i))
for the physical wing so that the transformed wing can be better approximated;
(a) y * 0 at x = 0
Gi(x,y)=./x2-x2(y)
x,(y)






(d) ^ * 0 at x = 1
Figure 1. - Shapes of leading edge.
Figure 2. - Half wing geometry.
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performs the coordinate transformation of the wing with the aid of the known
Mach number distribution (EM(j,i)) on the physical wing and also checks the
possible creation of an artificial wake in the transformed wing resulting
from an uneven distortion of the wing tip.
MACH - Mach number subroutine; computes the mean local Mach number at a
given point (x,y) on the physical wing from the known polynomial (HM(n,m))
which was fitted to the input data for Mach number distribution; the Mach
number at corresponding points on upper and lower surfaces is assumed to be
the same.
PORCI - controlling routine for the calculation of integrals in the
expression for generalized aerodynamic force coefficient (Eq.(1)); obtains
the values of
,J) = \ JJAXY(I,
t- »/ j
V > C5)
AY(J) =| J y2(j"1) F(l,y)dy,
x=1
where the integrals are evaluated in subroutine SECT. Since these integrals
depend only on the wing geometry, their values are calculated once and used
for all frequencies and modes both with and/or without thickness.
SECT - carries out the calculation of the integrals in equation (5)
using the six-point Gaussian quadrature
/'/'J
 r\ J n
n n
L 'V*2_i hihj«(xi»yj)








in which n = 6 is assumed.
POT2 - evaluates the integral in the expression relating the downwash
and the velocity potential
= w(xi}y ) (6)
where <£ = magnitude of velocity potential at the center of box B.,.,
w(x.,y.) = downwash at the center of box B..
--"n) = downwash at (x.,y.) due to doublet of unitj j- j
strength at (£,n).
ik 1 \ 1.
" 2^  ^71^ 2 "T 21
the integral in equation (6) is integrated around the edge of each box B.,.,
\J
centered at (x^i,y^i) once for every frequency and the result (A(li,j,i))
is used in the calculation of the velocity potential (S(M,j,i)) in both
physical and transformed spaces for all modes under consideration at the
same frequency.
GIN - calculates sine and cosine integrals.-
DRKD - fits the wing deflection for each mode (M) of motion in both
pnysical and transformed spaces with a polynomial of the form shown in
equation (3) expressed in terms of the dimensionless coordinates and stores
ttie coefficients (DF(^ EW,n!,m'*M)); if the data of wing deflection are given
at a number of points on either the physical or the transformed wing, these
data are fitted into the desired polynomial by the least-square surface
fitting method; for the physical wing, the wing deflection in each mode can
be given as input either in the form of the desired polynomial coefficients or
deflection at a number of selected points; for the transformed wing, the wing
deflection in a particular mode is obtained from a number of selected points
on the physical wing of known deflection (DF(1,n',m'*M)), the deflection at
a point on the transformed wing is unaltered from that of the corresponding
point on the physical wing but its spanwise coordinate in the transformed
space is modified by a factor of the Mach number from that of the physical
wing.
WVAL - calculates the complex (real-N=1, imaginary-N=2) downwash
(W(N,j,i)) at the center of each box (ij-th) for a particular mode (M) and
reduced frequency (CK) using the coefficients of wing deflection polynomial
(DF(i\EW,n' ,m'*M)) for the physical or the transformed wing.
BOXPO - solves a set of simultaneous equations, equation (6), relating
the complex (real-N=1, imaginary-N=2) velocity potential (S(N,j,i)) and the
known complex downwash (W(W,j,i)) of a particular mode (li) at the center of
each box (ij-th) to obtain the velocity potential of the physical or the
transformed wing.
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BOXP - fits the complex (real-N=1, imaginary-N=2) velocity potential
distribution (S(N,j,i)) calculated in BOXPO for physical or transformed wing
with a pre-determined polynomial surface (C(k,N)), as shown in equation (2),
for both real and imaginary parts; for the case with thickness effect, the
complex velocity potential on the physical wing is obtained from the fitted
complex velocity potential (C(k,N)) for the transformed wing by selecting a
number of points on the physical wing, computing the complex velocity
potential of the corresponding points on the transformed wing with the known
polynomial and transforming the potential to that of those points on the
physical wing, then fitting this indirectly obtained potential with the pre-
determined polynomial surface (C(k,N)); also calculates the values of the
inner summation (PS(N,n,m*M)) of equation (1); prints out the downwash
(W(fl,j,i)) calculated from the deflection polynomial (DF(NEtf,n,m*M)), the
computed potential (S(N,j,i)), the fitted potential (PSI(N,j)) or the lifting
pressure (PR(N,j)) calculated from the fitted potential, etc., at the box
centers, if the controls (DA(1005) to DA(1010)) are flagged.
MRED - fits the input steady-state Mach number distribution or pressure
coefficient distribution on the physical wing with a polynomial surface of
the form shown in equation (j) expressed in terms of the dimensionless
coordinates for Mach number; the input for Mach number can be either in the
form of the desired polynomial coefficients or the Mach number or the pressure
coefficient at a number of selected points on the physical wing; for the
latter case, a least-square surface-fitting method is used to obtain the
desired polynomial (HM(n',m')).
LSQJJA - method of the least-square surface-fitting routine.
MSIMER - finds solutions of the simultaneous real number equations.
MSIMEC - finds solutions of the simultaneous complex number equations.
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FLOW CHART
The flow chart of the computer program is presented in figure 3« The



















Indicates case without thickness effect
Indicates case with thickness effect
Indicates first frequency for a wing
Indicates additional frequency for the same
wing
Calculates cases with and without thickness
effects
Calculates case without thickness effects
only
Calculates case with thickness effects only
Counter of the modes of deflection
Total number of modes to be considered





ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
At tne start of execution, as it calls DATED, the data array, DA is
cleared by a "+" sign entered in the first column of the first data card.
The wing geometry, reference velocity, first frequency, data for the first
mode of wing motion and the optional set of controls (DA(1001)-DA(l014)) are
entered with a "-" sign at the first column of the last card of this data
set.
The physical wing planform is approximated by a grid of square boxes in
SItAPE and those integrals depending only on the wing geometry are evaluated
in FORC1 and SECT. Those integrals involving the frequency and wing geometry
are calculated in POT2. The wing deflection of this particular mode is
rearranged into a pre-determined polynomial surface in DEED. Subroutine
LRviUA is not called when the wing deflection is entered as the desired poly-
nomial coefficients. With the known downwash, computed in WVAL with the aid
of the polynomial for deflection, the velocity potential at the center of each
box is calculated in BOXPG. This potential is fitted into a polynomial in
BOX?. The unsteady lifting pressure may be calculated and printed out from
BOX? if desired. This ends the calculation of one mode of wing motion at one
frequency. If there are more modes to be treated, a new set of wing deflec-
tioas for each mode is read in separately each time and the corresponding
velocity potential is computed until all modes are completed. Then the
generalized aerodynamic force coefficients are calculated and printed out.
This completes the computation for the case without thickness effect.
If the case with tnickness effect of the same wing at the same frequency
is desired, the steady local Mach number data are read in, either in a poly-
nomial form or the actual values (steady pressure coefficient may be used) at
a set of selected points on the wing, and they are fitted with a pre-
determined polynomial surface in MRED. In subroutine SHAPE the Mach number
at the center of each box over the pnysical wing and at the end points of
eacn leading edge segment is computed using MACH with the aid of the poly-
nomial for Mach number and the wing planform is then transformed; also the
number of the straight line segments representing the transformed wing leading
edge is increased so that the distorted wing can be better approximated.
Since the frequency and the original wing have not changed, subroutine FORCI
and ?OT2 are skipped. There is nc need to read in the wing deflection again.
Biach mode is treated as before except the wing is now considered to be in the
transformed space. The wing deflection is redistributed on the transformed
wing. This is accomplished by computing the wing deflection at a set of
selected points on the physical wing, transforming the coordinates of those
selected points and then fitting the wing deflection with a polynomial in
terms of the transformed coordinates in DRED. The velocity potential com-
puted in BOX.PO for tne transformed wing is converted and surface-fitted into
that of the physical wing in BOXP as each mode is treated. The calculation
of generalized aerodynamic force coefficients is performed in the physical
space. This completes the calculation for a wing oscillating at different
modes at one frequency without and with thickness effect.
The whole process is repeated for each additional frequency except the
subroutines SHAPE, FOKCI, DHED and'MRED are skipped. A (DA(44)) flag may be
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used to control the calculation for the case either with or without thickness
effect or for both.
There is no limit to the numbers of different frequencies or different
wings that can be handled in a single execution. A blank card placed behind
the last card of the data sets will automatically terminate the execution.
MPUT GUIDE '
Data input is made through the subroutine DATED using the one dimension-
al array DA with a size of 1015. The allowable maximum number for some of the
input data as indicated below may be changed if the dimension of the corres-
ponding storage array and computational operations are also changed accord-




24: Centerline chord length, (ft or meter)
25: Speed of sound of the freestream, (ft/sec or meter/sec)
26: (0) - indicates the frequency is the first one for a new wing
(1) - indicates the frequency is the additional one for the
same wing
2?: Number of boxes along centerline chord (maximum 50)
28: Number of deflection modes (maximum 10)
2^: Fiumber of sections of leading edge to be given (maximum 6)
30-42: Coordinates of points on the leading edge, (ft or meter)
(in the sequence of yQ, x1, y.], *2, y2> ... , x^, y^)
43: Number of boxes allowed for upstream influence (if this
location is left blank or assigned a zero, it will assume
DA(43)=DA(2?) and in no case DA(43) DA(2?) is allowed).
44: (0) - indicates to calculate cases with and without thickness
effect
(1) - indicates to calculate case without thickness effect only
(2) - indicates to calculate case with thickness effect only
45: Indicator to suppress calculation of potential for a mode
(0) - no suppression
(1) - suppression
46-70: Coefficients of the deflection polynomial (in the sequence of
dOO' d10' "•'' d40' d01' d11'*"' d"|' •" ' d04' d14' "• ' d44^
16
71-95: Coefficients of the Mach number distribution polynomial (in the
sequence of dQO, d1Q, ..., d^, dQ1, d11? ..., d^, ..., d^,
d14' ••" d44>
96: Indicator of the type of wing thickness effect input
0) - pressure coefficient
(2) - Mach number
97s Number of points at which pressure coefficient or Mach
number to be given
98: Mumber of points on which deflections to be given
99: 1 plus the maximum power of x in surface fit of deflection
(maximum 5)
2100: 1 plus the maximum power of y in surface fit of deflection
(maximum 5)
101-700: Deflection data for a maximum of 150 points (in the sequence
of x, y, deflection and weighting factor)
701-1000: Pressure coefficient or Mach number data for a maximum of 100
points (in the sequence of x, y and pressure coefficient or
Mach number)
The remaining part of DA array is used for the control of intermediate
results print out. When the latter is desired, a non-zero number should be
entered at a location in the DA array corresponding to the information wanted.
1001: Coefficients of surface-fitted deflection polynomial (no
thickness effect)
1002: Coefficients of surface-fitted deflection polynomial (with
thickness effect)
1003: Value of upwash calculated (no thickness effect)
1004: Value of upwash calculated (with thickness effect) .
1005: Value of potential calculated (no thickness effect)
1006: Value of potential calculated (with thickness effect)
1007: Coefficients of surface-fitted potential polynomial (no
thickness effect)




ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
100^ : Surface-fitted values of potential and lifting pressure (no
thickness effect)
1010: Surface-fitted values of potential and lifting pressure (with
thickness effect)
U11: Coefficients of surface-fitted Mach number distribution
polynomial
1012: Surface-fitted value of Mach number distribution
1J13: Coordinates of sections of the leading edge of the transformed
wing
1014: Value of deflection on transformed wing
1015: Not used
The format of the input data card is (A1, A5, 16, 11A6, A2). The first
field is for the control of clearing the data array, DA, for a new wing (+)
and the control to indicate the end of the set of data (-). The second field
is tne indicator for the type of data, either numeric (blank) or alphameric
(ALPHA). The third field is the designator for the relative location in the
data array of the first number to follow in the fourth field. If this field
is left blank, or a zero is entered, the execution will be terminated. The
fourth field is for five consecutive input data each occupying 12 columns
plus 0 blank columns at the end. All the fixed point numbers are right-
adjusted and the decimal point for the floating point number must be included.
If an input datum is left blank, no change at the storage location for that
particular datum in the data array will occur unless the set of the input
data is for a new wing.
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SAMPLE CASE
A typical data cards set-up and output for an aspect ratio 1.5 delta
wing having an elliptic lateral cross-section with 10^ thickness ratio
performing pitch about its apex and plunge are presented.
Input
The input format is (A1, A5, 16, 11A6, A2).
1 2 3. <» 5 6 7
1234567890123456789U1234567S90I23456789012345678901234567890123456789012 IDENTIFICATION















































































































































Card 1: title of the case under consideration.
Card 2: title of the first mode of deflection.
Card 3: first frequency (cycle/sec), centerline chord length (ft),
reference velocity (ft/sec).-
REPRODUOBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Card 4: number of boxes along the centerline chord, number of deflection
modes, number of total leading edge segments of the wing.
Card 5s spanwise coordinate (ft) of the first section of the leading edge,
chordwise and spanwise coordinates (ft) of the next section (the
sequence is yQ, x., y.. — e.g., see figure 2).
Card 6: first mode of deflection f = 1.0,
the " - " sign indicates the end of the group of data cards to be
read at this stage.
Card 1: title of the second mode.
Card 8: second mode of deflection f = 0.1x.
Card ^: identification of the type of input regarding the wing thickness
effect (pressure coefficient for this case), number of points on
the wing this information to be given.
Cards 10 to 35:
chordwise and spanwise coordinates (ft) of a point on the wing, and
the pressure coefficient* at this point.
the " - " sign on the last card indicates the end of the group of
data cards to be read at this stage.
Cards Jo and 37:
additional frequencies for the same wing, one card is read in at
one time.
Card 38: blank card to make an exit from the computer.
*Alksne, A. Y.) and Spreiter, J. R.: Theoretical Pressure Distributions
on Wings of Finite Span, at Zero Incidence for Mach Number Hear 1.
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ASPECT RATIO >•& DELTA ftJNG (TAU-O.JO) ..........
MO BOXES ALONG ROOT CHORD ..... .. ROOT. CHORD LENGTH « in.cc FT -
.REDUCED FREQUENCY." ..•103 FHEE STREAM VELOCITY -«1OOn*OC FT/SEC
FREQUENCY » J.592*00 CYCLE/SEC - -.
MODE No. I PLUNGE - -•- - --•
MODE NO.— 2 PITCH-ABOUT. ROOT-UEAO Uit-EOCC *«3.0
GENERALIZED FORCES (NO THICKNESS EFFECT)
MOOES
.P.RE.5* OEFL. ____ ______ PEAL PART
I I-
I 2






















PRESt DEFL...._ . REAL PART ... ...I.. 1KAG PART
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ASPECT RATIO US DELTA WING (TAU«OtlO)._ -
SO BOXES ALONG ROOT CHORD .- ROOT CHORD .LENGTH .. • In.CP FT
REDUCED FREQUENCY..." .2CC- - .-.- FREE-STREAK VELOCITY-* 100.1.0C FT/SEC-
.FREQUENCY • 3.183*00 CYCLE/SEC - - -.-
MODE NO« t . . . - -.-. .... -. .
- M O D E NO. 2. . .... _. .- -























GENERALIZED FORCES (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT)
PRES. OEFL.
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.-'-... .ASPECT RATIO 1*5 DELTA « I NG < TAU»0 • 10 ) ,...-•...„.: .._. ..._.,
.... SO BOXES ALONG ROOT CHORD.- ..- ROOT -CHORD LEN8TH • Ir.OC FT -
REDUCED FREQUENCY." .100 FREE. -STREAM-VELOC IJTY -»- tOOn.OC FT/SEC
FREQUENCY • 6.366+OC CYClE/SEC -"-•' -.-- -
MODE NO* i - — •-...- ..-....._ -
-MODE N0» 2.- -_ .- .- '. -
GENERALIZED FORCES «NO THICKNESS EFFECT)
MODES
_PRES«_DEFUi REAL PART IMAG .PART ABS...YALUE. PHASe ANGLE
1 1 3.C8793-02 - 9 . <«83B3-0 1 9.«8B85-OI - - -88,1351
1 2 2«16913-02 -4.218-48-01 6.25336-01 - - -87.7371
- 2...._ _..| •2.H31S5 + 00 —... -.-1.00687 + 00 —2.40*75+00, -157,2784 —
2 2 -1.58731+00 -7.53332-01 1.75703*00 -151,6115
HODE NO" 1 -
MODE N0« 2 . . . . . . . . .. .. ._ . .
GENERALIZED FORCES (WITH THICKNESS FFFECT)
MODgS
PRESt..DEFL« . REAL PART. . I M A G PART *eS. VALUE ... PHASf ANfiLE
__-V 4 A.309CS-02 -9.87578-01 9. B8 I 32-01 —..•aa.0409 —
1 -2 2.17565-02 -6.M3S76-C1 *,«<tOS2-Ol -87.7971
—-2 _. |....... »2«197S6+00 . . ' . - . ^«U05658+00 2.7U86+00
2 Z -». 63073+00 — «.
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
C MAIN PROGRAM
COMMON A(2.100,50) ,W(2»50»50)»DA(1015)»PS(2»5»50) tDF<2,5,50)



















110 IF (t) 600>600»120


















C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS ARE FINISHED.
C THE NEXT SECTION IS GONE THROUGH FOR EACH MQDC.
200 IF (DA(26» 230»210»230





IF(TESTl.LT.l.O) SO TO 250
o W R ( l w " , i o > M REPRODUCEBILITY OF THE
10 FORMAT <1H115X,8HMODE NO.13) ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
60 TO 270
250 WRITE









310 IF (6(M» 380*320*380









380 IF (K) <*00»«*00»390
390 IF (M-10) 200»400»i*0o
FINAL SECTION OF PROGRAM - COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED FORCES
400 CONTINUE
IFUFIX<DA(<m)).EQ.2.AND.NEW.EQ.l) GO TO 480











22 FORMAT(1H+»28X*22H (NO THICKNESS EFFECT))
24 FORMAT(1H+»28X»24H (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT))

























IF(OA(26).6T.O.) 60 TO 520
DO 500 I=13»22
500 DA(I)=Z
C CHECK IF TRANSFORMED i*IN6 HAS BEEN CALCULATED
C IF NOT» 60 TO SHAPE TO TRANSFORM THE WXN«
















65 FORMAT(1HO»10X.12,23H BOXES ALON6 ROOT CHORD*
1 ' 15X.22HROOT CHORD LEN6TH s,F«.a»3H FT/
2 lHOrlOX,19HREDUCED FREQUENCY =»F6*3»





ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE DATRD(DATA)






1 READ (IRr2) EMlN. ALP» IND, (DRBU( I ) , Irl , 12)
2 FORMAT(A1,A5,I6»HA6,A2)
IF(IND.EQ.O) 60 TO 20
IF (EMIN.NE.STEST) GO TO 105
C NEW WING IF COLUMN 1 CONTAINS A PLUS SIGN





00 103 I = 10t'700»<t
103 DATA(I)=1.0
105 CONTINUE
IF (ALP.EQ.ATEST) GO TO 9
IF (ALP.NE.DTEST) GO TO 8
C NUMERIC CARD











9 00 10 1=1*10
OATA(INO)=DRBU(I)
10 INO=INO + 1
11 IF (EMJN.NE.ETEST) GO TO 1
RETURN IF COLUMN 1 CONTAINS A MINUS SIGN
13 RETURN










991 FORMAT (38H BAD DATA ON THIS CARD. JOB TERMINATED
993 FORMAT (12HOCARD IMAGE=A1»A5, 16, 12A6)




























C FOR MODIFIED WING































ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
DO 260 K=K1.K2
K3=K
IF(ABS(XED6I(I)-XED6(K)).LT.ERRR) 60 TO 290






















IF(NSP.6T.32) 60 TO 720

















C ACCEPT A FOLD-OVER OF NOT MORE THAN 1/5 OF A BOX

























YMP=AMAXl ( YMP » YED6 ( I ) )
e l .IM LUOINI E06E AS PART






















IF(ABS(1.-XEOGCK)).GT.ERRR) GO TO 700
IF(YEDG(K)-YEOG(K-1) > 705*460 » 470
















IF(NEW.EQ.2) GO TO 530
AREA=0.0
530 DO 600 1=1. L
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR







580 IF (F) 770*590*590






IF(ML(NEW»I).LT.ML(NEW*I-1» GO TO 725
610 CONTINUE
K=L
IF(ML(NEW»K).GT.50> GO TO 725
IF(NE**EQ.1> GO TO 650
IF<DA<1012» 620*650,620
PRINT OUT MACH DISTRIBUTION
620 WRITE<IW»60)
DO 6«*0 1=1 »L
JL=ML(1»I)











IF(XED6(NSP).GT.1.) GO TO 765
IF(XED6(NSP)-1.0+ERRR) 660»670•670












































10 FORMAT(1HO»10X,17HSHAPE — BAD DATA.I5)
20 FORMAT<lHO»iOX»38HBAD NUMBER IN SHAPE NEAR STATEMENT NO.»I5.
1 /1H »15X»1P5E1I».6)
«*0 FORMAT (/!HO»5Xt3HNO., 12 »*»3H REDISTRIBUTION OF WINS LEADING EDGES»
1 NS(»I1»UH) = »12,8H, IEDG(»Il»«*H) = »I1)
50 FORMAT(i*(6X»I3»lP2Ell.i*))
60 FORMAT (1HI» 5X»30HLOCAL MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION/)
70 FORMAT (1HO»5X» 12 »6HTH ROW)























ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE FORCI .. _„
C CONTROL SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATION OF INTEGRALS USED
















C SECT DOES THE CALCULATIONS FOR EACH SECTION OF THE PLANFORM








c AXY(i,j> is THE INTEGRAL OVER THE PLANFORM OF
C X**U-1>*Y**<2J-2>*PU,Y)*Q(Y)
C IN TERMS OF THE EQUATION OF THE LEADING EDGE X = XO(Y)
C P(X»Y) = S<JRTF(X**L-XO**L)
C WHERE L = 1 OR 2
C Q(Y) = 1 OR SQRTF(1-(Y/YMAX)**2)
C DEPENDING ON THE WING SHAPE






C FOLLOWING COMMON COMMUNICATES BETWEEN
 (»FORCl' AND «SECT«
COMMON YMAX2.N
DIMENSION U(6),H(6) . ,^  „ ,.,
C COMPUTES THE CONTRIBUTION TO AXY,AY OF THE SECTION OF WING
C BOUNDED BY A SEGMENT OF THE LEADING EDGE, THE TRAILING EDGE,
C AND TWO LINES ON WHICH Y IS CONSTANT
C A SIX POINT GAUSSIAN FORMULA IS USED FOR THE INTEGRATION





































IF ( O A ( 3 0 ) > 10*10*11
10 6=6* SQRT(1.0+XO>























ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE POT2(M2,MQ,NO.CKtD)
C
C THE VELOCITY FIELD OF A UNIFORM DOUBLET DISTRIBUTION
C OVER A BOX IS COMPUTED AT ALL POINTS AT WHICH IT wILL BE
C NEEDED AND STORED IN THE ARRAY A IN COMMON
C
C MO»NO CONTROL THE NUMBER OF VALUES COMPUTED
C
C M2 IS THE RANGE OF THE SECOND SUBSCRIPT IN THE ARRAY»
C DIMENSIONED A(2rM2»N2), BUT TREATED HERE AS AN ARRAY
































































































































C FOLLOWIN6 COMMON COMMUNICATES BETWEEN «DRED» AND iLSUQA»
COMMON XQU50),YQ(150)+DEFe(150>'WTQ(150)»CoE(5'5)
NCONT=NEW+1000
IF(NEM.EQ.2) 60 TO 100
NP=DA(98)
IF (NP) 730»17p>lOO
C A POLYNOMIAL FOR THE DEFLECTION IS FITTED To VALUES
C OF DEFLECTION AT GIVEN POINTS.
100 NX=DA(99)
NY=DA(100)
IF ( N X ) 710'710'105
105 IF (NY) 720»720.110
110 IF (150-NP) 730»115*115
115 IF (NP-NX) 710.120*120








I F ( W T Q ( I P ) ) 740»7UO»1«0
mo KP=KP+«*























C ' FOR MODIFIED WING
C 1-CAUCULATE DEFLECTION AT 100 OR LESS ON THE ORIGINAL WING
C 2-TRANSFORM X» Y. DEF TO THE TRANSFORMED PLANE















DO 520 I=l .NTOT»Nj
NP=NP+1





















































10 FORMAT(1H010X»56HCOMPUTED DEFLECTION = SUM OF DEF(N,M)*X**(N-i)*Y»
l*(2M-2)/!HOlOX»5UH(lN DlMENSlONLESS COORDINATES - DISTANCE/CHORD L
2ENGTH)/1H09X»1HN7X'1HM16X*8HDEF(N,M))
20 FORMATUHO»10X»16HDRED — BAD DATA'15)
30 FORMAT(1HO»8X»26HPHYSICAL PLANE — MODE NOt.I3)
HO FORMAT(1HO»8Xf29HTRANSFORMED PLANE — MODE NO.,13)
50 FORMAT(1H1» 5X.42HTRANSFORMED DEFLECTION INFORMATION — OREO/)
60 FORMAT(1H , 5X.4l5»IP8E12.5)
END
SUBROUTINE LSQUA(NPfNX.NYtNRlTE)
CURVE FITS WITH LEAST SQUARE METHOD
COMMON A(2»100,50),W(2«50»50)»DA(1015)»PSl2»5f50)>DFt2t5»50)
1 »ML<2»50),AxY<9>9),AY(9)»XEDGI<8>»YEDGl<fl)
2 »IEDGU) ,NS(2) »EM(50»50) >XEDG(32) >YEDG<32) »HM(5i5>
3 »AREA»D»DI»DH»CK»L,M»NEW»IR»IW
FOLLOWING COMMON ONLY COMMUNICATES WITH THE CALLING ROUTINE
COMMON XQ(150),YQ(150)tDEFQ(150>»WTQ(150)>CoE(5»5)

























































































C A N o H E THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS






















SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS FOR THE POTENTIAL
COMMON A(2»100»50),S(2*50»50)»OA{loi5)»PS(2,5»50)»DF(2»5»5n)
1 ,MLU.50) tAXY<9.9) tAY<9>fXEDGI<8)»YED6l<8)
2 , IEOG<2) ,NS(2) »EM<50»50> »XEOG<32) »YEDe<32> »HM(5»5>
3 »AREA,D»DI»OH.CK»L,M»NEW.IR.IW











IF CJL.EQ.O) SO TO 9
IF (Il.EQ.OJ GO TO 6













SETTING UP MATRIX FOR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS





































10 FORMAT(1H1»10X.»*7HUPWASH (REAL, IMAGINARY* ABSOLUTE, PHASE ANGLE))
12 FORMAT(1H+.58X.26H PHYSICAL PLANE MODE NO.»I3/)
































C THESE ARE THE UPWASHES (ABOVE)
200 CONTINUE
CALL BOXPO
C BOXPO COMPUTES THE POTENTIAL VALUES IN EACH







30 FORMAT(lHlflOX»6lHPOTENTIAL CALCULATED (REAL. IMA<JINARY» ABSOLUTE,
$ PHASE ANGLE))
32 FORMAT (1H+.71X.28H --- PHYSICAL PLANE --- MODE NO..I3/)



















2<tO WRITEdW»25) J»S< 1. J. I } ,5(2, J» I ) »Sl»S2
0 ,Jl»S(lrJl,I)»S(2»Jl'I>
250 CONTINUE
THESE ARE THE POTENTIALS (ABOVE)
270 CONTINUE









































410 00 420 J=1»JL





















510 DO 570 J=liJL
XR=X1-XO(J)






























C IF MSIMER FAILS* THE FOLLOWING SECTION REDUCES THE NUMBER OF TERMS
C IN THE SERIES.

























IF (AC-50.0*AS) 690*690*600 ;
c GO TO 600 IF COEFFICIENTS ARE TOO LARGE.
690 IF (DA(NEV+1006>) 700.770*700











42 FORMAT (1H1*5X*25HPHYSICAL PLANE --- MODE NO.* 13 )
44 FORMAT (1H1»5X.28HTRANSFORMED PLANE— MODE NQ.*I3/J
45 FORMAT (1H+»33X*23H (NO THICKNESS EFFECT)/)
46 FORMAT (IH+.S'SX.aSH (WITH THICKNESS EFFECT)/)
WRITE (IW*50> ;














5*» FORMAT {1H+73X*21H*SQRTF (1-(Y/YMAX)**2) )
56 FORMAT (1H+63X»«*H-XO))
58 FORMAT(1H+67X*2lH*SQRTF(1*(Y/YMAX)**2))























80 FORMAT(/iH »10X»37HSURFACE FITTED POTENTIAL AND PRESSURE)
81 FORMAT(!H-f,47X,28H—PHYSICAL PLANE MODE NO.,13)
82 FORMAT(1H+,U7X,31H TRANSFORMED PLANE—MODE NO.,13)
83 FORMAT<1H+,78X»23H —NO THICKNESS EFFECT)
8<* FORMAT(1H+»78X»25H WITH THICKNESS EFFECT)
85 FORMATdH ,22Xi46H(REAL» IMAGINARY* ABSOLUTE VALUE* PHASE ANGLE)/)
X1=DH





0 ( I W , 2 0 ) I
DO 8<fO J=1»JL
XR=X1-XO(J)





































IF(NEV.EQ.l) 60 To 970
GET POTENTIAL FROM CORRESPONDING POINT ON TRANsFORMAED
NEV51
X1=DH
DO 950 1=1 >L
JL=ML(i»I)
Y=DH
IF(OL) 950 » 950 » 870










































IF(NEW.EQ.l) GO To 975
C RESTORE PHYSICAL LEADING EDGES (XED6I $ YEDQI) IN XEDG $
C IF TRANSFORMED WING COMPUTATION FOR ALL MODES IS COMPLETED
C THIS PART OF RESTORATION HAS BEEN MADE BEFORE COMING HERE
IF(M.GE.IFIX(DA<28».AND.IFIX{DAU<»».LT.2) GO TO 978
C RESTORE TRANSFORMED LEADING EDGES (XTEMP $ YTEMP) IN XED6 $ YEDG





975 IF(IFIX(DAU4».EQ.l) GO TO 978
IF(M.LT.IFIX(DA<28».OR.IFIX<DA<26».EQ.O) GO TO g78
C RESTORE TRANSFORMED LEADING EDGES (XTEMP t YTEMP) IN XEDG $ YED6
C SINCE PHYSICAL WING COMPUTATION FOR ALL MODES IS COMPLETED















































C A POLYNOMIAL FOR THE PRESSURE/MACH IS FITTED To VALUES
C OF PRESSURE/MACH AT GIVEN POINTS.
30 NX=DA(97)
NY=DA<97)








C DA(96)=1» INPUT DATA ARE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
C DA(96)=2» INPUT DATA ARE LOCAL MACH NUMBER
IFCDA(96)-1.0> 82,105.106











C PRESENTLY INPUT OF PRESSURE :OEFFlCl£NT IN





















i*l FORMAT<1H010X»56HCOMPUTED MACH(X»Y) = SUM oF HM<N,M)*X**(N-1)*Y*





C SINE AND COSINE INTEGRAL SUBROUTINE
C
C IF CALLED BY THE STATEMENT C=CIN(X'S)
C C AND S ARE THE INTEGRALS OVER T FROM 1 TO INFINITY OF













C FOR ABS(X) GREATER THAN 1 APPROXIMATIONS OF HASTINGS ARE USED
H P=(((X2*19.39'»119)*X2+U7.tll538)*X2+8.«»93336)/((((X2+21.361055)
1 *X2+70.376496)«X2+30.036227 > *X)
Q=(((X2+21.38372«»)*X2+«*9.719775)*X2+5.089504)/((((X2-»-27.177958)













DO 30 I = 1'N
C = 0.0
00 10 J = 1»N
10 C = AMAX1 {C»ABS(An»J»)
IF(C.EQ.O.O) 60 TO 1000
00 20 J = 1'N
20 AJJfJ) = A(I»J)/C
DO 30 J = 1'L
30 B(I'J) = B<I»J)/C
IF(N.EQ.l) GO TO 205
NM = N - 1
00 200 J = 1»NM
C = 0.0
K = 0
DO <*0 I = J'N
D = ABSCA(I»J»




IF(K.EQ.O.OR.C.LT.£RRR> GO TO 1000
IF(K.EQ.J) 60 TO 70
DO 50 JJ = J'N
C = A(J»JJ)
A(J'JJ) = A(K»JJ)
50 A(K.JJ) = C
DO 60 JJ = 1'L
C = B(J'JJ)
B(vJ»JJ) = B(K.JJ)
60 B(K,JJ) = C
70 C = A(J»J)
JP = J * 1
DO 60 JJ = JP'N
80 A(JtJJ) = A(J»JJ)/C
90 DO 100 JJ = 1'L
100 B(JtJJ) = B(J»JJ)/C
DO 200 I = 1»N
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 200
C = A(I'J)
DO 110 JJ = JP»N
110 A(IrJJ) = A(I'JJ) - C*A(J*JJ)
DO 120 JJ = 1»L
120 0(I'JJ) = Bd'JJ) - C*B(J«>JJ)
200 CONTINUE
205 C = A(N>N)
IFUBS(C).LT.ERRR) 60 TO 1000
DO 210 J = IrL
210 B(N,J) = B(N»J)/C
IF(N.EQ.I) GO TO 230
DO 220 I = IvNM
C = A(IfN)
DO 220 JJ = ItL
220 B(IrJJ) = B(IrJJ) - C*B(N*JJ)
230 MSIMER = 1
RETURN
REPRODUCffilLITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR







DO 30 I = l.N
C = 0.0
DO 10 J = 1»N
10 C=AMAXl(C,ABS<REAL(A(IrJ>n,ABS(AlMA6(A(I.J))))
IF(C.EQ.O.O) 60 TO 1000
DO 20 J = l.N
20 A(I»J) = A(I,J)/C
DO 30 J = 1»L
30 B(I»J) = B(I.J)/C
IF(N.EQ.l) GO TO 205 '
NM = N - i
DO 200 J = ItNM
C = 0.0
K = 0
DO HO I = J»N
D=ABS(REAL(A(I,J)))+ABS<AIMA6(A(I»J)))




IF(K.EO.O.OR.C.LT.ERRR) 60 TO 1000
IFCK.EQ.J) 60 TO 70
DO 50 JJ = J»N
6 = A(J»JJ)
A(J»JJ) = A(K.JO)
50 A(KrJJ) = 6
DO 60 JJ = l.L
G = B(JrJJ)
B(J»JJ) = B(K»JJ)
60 B(KrJJ) = G
70 G = 1.0/A(J»J)
JP = J + 1
DO 60 JJ = JP>N
SO A(J»JJ) = A(J»JJ)*G
90 DO 100 JJ = 1»L
100 B(J»JJ) = B(J»JJ)*G
DO 200 I = IrN
IF(I.EQ.J) GO TO 200
6 = A(I'J)
DO 110 JJ = JP,N
110 A<I»JJ) = A(I.JJ) . 6*A(J*JJ)
DO 120 JJ = l.L
120 B(IrJJ) = B(I'JJ) - G*B(J*JJ)
200 CONTINUE
205 6 = A(NrN)
IF (ABSIREAL(G)) « ABS<AIMAG(G)).LT.ERRR) GO TO lOOO
DO 210 J = IfL
210 B(N»J) = B(N,J)/G
53
...61
